How many runways does Shannon Airport have?

2. (2 pts)

What is the ICAO identifier for Shannon Airport (see lower left of chart)?

1. (2 pts)
What type of (enroute) navigation aid is located at SHANNON Airport?

7. (2pts)

Feet

88

What is the elevation at SHANNON Airport?

6. (2pts)

Class E

What class airspace surrounds SHANNON Airport?

5. (2pts)

2100 Feet

What is the length of the runway(s)?

4. (2pts)

North-West/South-East

Runway(s)?

What direction (e.g., North/South, North-West/South-East) is the

3. (2pts)
Name 3 landmarks in the vicinity of SHANNON airport?

(6pts)

T. 8° 22' 1"

Communicate on the VHF com channel at SHANNON airport. What frequency should be tuned on the aircraft voice radio to make receive signals from the navigation aid is located at SHANNON airport?

(2pts)